* ®j ϊfe [V p ,]â nd k [V p ,] Gp/ is a polynomial ring. The assertion follows from these facts, because £ [V] G and A [V 3 ,] GΓl> are graded algebras defined over fields. PROPOSITION 
Let k be a field of characteristic p and G a. finite subgroup of GL(V) where V is a finite dimensional vector space over k. Then G acts naturally on the symmetric algebra k [V] of V. We denote by k [V] G the subring of
consisting of all invariant polynomials under this action of G. The following theorem is well known. THEOREM 
(Chevalley-Serre, cf. [1, 2, 3]). Assume that p = 0 or (\G\,p) = 1. Then k[V] G is a polynomial ring if and only if G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V).
Now we suppose that \G\ is divisible by the characteristic p(> 0). Serre gave a necessary condition for ^[V]^ to be a polynomial ring as follows. THEOREM 
(Serre, cf. [1, 3]). If k[V] G is a polynomial ring, then G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V).
But the ring A[V r ] G! of invariants is not always a polynomial ring, when G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) (cf. [1, 3] ).
In this paper we shall completely determine abelian groups G such that F P [V] G are polynomial rings (F p is the field of p elements). Our main result is THEOREM 
Let V be a vector space over F p and G an abelian group generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V). Let G p denote the p-part of G and assume that G P^{ 1}. Then the following statements on G are equivalent:
(1) F P [V] G is a polynomial ring.
(2) The natural F p G p -module V defines a couple (V, G p ) which decomposes to one dimensional subcouples (for definitions, see § 2).
The computation of invariants of elementary abelian p-groups G plays an essential role in the proof of this theorem. Therefore we need to study the structure of F p G-modules V such that F P [V] G are polynomial rings under some additional hypothesis (see § 3). In § 4 our main result shall be reduced to (3.2) .
Hereafter k stands for the prime field of characteristic p > 0 and without specifying we assume that all vector spaces are defined over k. § 2. Preliminaries An element σ of GL(V) is said to be a pseudo-reflection if dim(l-σ)V <; 1. We say that a graded ring R = ® n^o R n is defined over SL field K> when R Q = K and R is a finitely generated if-algebra. It is well known that R is a polynomial ring over K if R is regular at the homogeneous maximal ideal ® n>0 R n For a subset A of a ring R, (A} R denotes the ideal of R generated by A. To simplify our notation we put <A> = <A> fc[n if A is a subset of the fixed β-space V (for a subset B of a group, <JB) means the subgroup generated by B). PROPOSITION 
Let G be an abelian group generated by pseudoreflections in GL(V) and let G p denote the p-part of G. Then k[V] G is a polynomial ring if and only if k[V]
Gp is a polynomial ring.
Proof. Let k be the algebraic closure of k and let G y be the p'-part of G. Since G is an abelian group generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(k ® fc V), we can immediately find a AG p -submodule V p and a kG p ,- (V, G), which is called a couple, stands for a pair of a group G and a G-faithful £G-module V such that V/V G is a nonzero trivial £G-module (in this case G is an elementary abelian p-group). The dimension of (V, G) is defined to be dim V/V G . We say (U, H) is a subcouple of (V, G) if JBΓ is a subgroup of G and U is a £ίΓ-submodule of V. Let us associate (V, G) with the subspace of V^ and the subring J(V, G) which is the image of the canonical ring homomorphism
we see that (
Gi , the canonical feGj-epimorphism V-+ V t induces a graded epimorphism (l^i^m) are also polynomial rings. Conversely we assume the condition (2). Denote by n t the dimension of (V i9 G*) (1 ^ i <^ m) and let f tj ( 
For a one dimensional couple (V G Θ &X, G) we call
Clearly we must have Proof. We prove this by induction on \G\ and may assume that
where m n is equal to m. Let us put and respectively and moreover define G λ to be the stabilizer of G at E7Ί. Then there is a subgroup G 2 such that G = G x Θ G 2 . Because f/i is a G 2 -faithful kG 2 -moάxάe with (G 2 -ΐ)U t = kXf ιmi \ we deduce that the natural short exact sequence
of feG-modules is G 2 -split. Therefore we may suppose that χp t(m^ (2^ί<*n; w>i-ι < j ^ md are invariants of G 2 . On the other hand we can effectively determine homogeneous polynomials
Then the assertion is shown from the induction hypothesis.
When W is a /sίf-submodule of U for a subgroup if of GL(U), we denote by £Γ(W) the kernel of the canonical homomorphism H-> GL{UjW). PROPOSITION 
Let (V, G) be a couple such that k[V]
G is a polynomial ring. Then we can effectively determine a regular system of homogeneous parameters of £>(V, G). 
. Let (V, G) be a one dimensional couple and suppose that {X, T u -, T d ) is a k-basis of V with V G = Θ^^d kT^ Further let F(X) denote the canonical (V, G)-invariant on X. If Θ ΐi?1 kT ί 2 J&(V, G) and ®<*2 kT t S *t(V, G), then we have F{T,) e <Γ 2 , Γ 3 ,
, T d } and
where p u = |G|.
Proof. Choose a έ-basis {Z ; : 1 ^ j ^ w} of J/( V, G) such that ^! = T x modθ w feϊ 7 , and φ <iFl ^Γ, 3 {Z 2 , Z 8> , Z u }. Putting F X (X) = X p -Zi~λX, we inductively define
Then there exist elements σ i (1 ^ ί ^ w) in G which satisfy (σ* -1)X = Z t and therefore we must have F(X) = F U (X). ( 
We say that (V, G) is homogeneous when £(V, G) is homogeneous concerning the natural graduation induced from that of k[V] (i.e. £>(V, G) is generated by some homogeneous part as a β-algebra). A couple (V, G) is defined to be quasi-homogeneous if there is a subspace W of V G with codim F <? W = 1 such that G(W) = {1} or (V, G(W)) is a homogeneous subcouple which satisfies dim(V, G) = dim(V, G(W)). § 3. Computation of invariants
Thus for 2 ^ u ^ p and l^j^m we must have
which shows αXp^+i) = 0 for iel -I. Further let ί 0 be an element of (7-7JΠI if it is non-empty. We may suppose Θ^t +2 kT u 2 Jί(V G Θ PF ί0 , and set
for 2 ^ i; ^ p. On the other hand (2.9) implies 
